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ABSTRACT
A negative correlation between intron size and recombination rate has been reported for the Drosophila

melanogaster and human genomes. Population-genetic models suggest that this pattern could be caused
by an interaction between recombination rate and the efficacy of natural selection. To test this idea, we
examined variation in intron size and recombination rate across the genome of the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans. Interestingly, we found that intron size correlated positively with recombination rate in this species.

SPLICEOSOMAL introns are widespread and abun- melanogaster and human genomes (Carvalho and Clark
1999; Comeron and Kreitman 2000). To explain thisdant in eukaryotic genomes (Hawkins 1988; Deutsch

and Long 1999). For example, it appears that introns con- pattern, Carvalho and Clark (1999) proposed a model
in which natural selection favors smaller introns,stitute �26, 11, and 24% of the Caenorhabditis elegans, Dro-

sophila melanogaster, and human genome sequences, respec- whereas mutation tends to increase intron size, and it
is the balance between these forces that determines introntively (C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998; Adams

et al. 2000; Venter et al. 2001). Introns impose a burden size at equilibrium. Since the efficacy of natural selec-
tion is decreased in regions of the genome that experi-on organisms harboring them in terms of the energy,

time, and materials required for both DNA replication ence reduced recombination rates (Hill and Robert-
son 1966; Felsenstein 1974), this model predicts theand gene transcription. The large amount of genomic
evolution of longer introns where recombination ratesDNA that is devoted to introns in eukaryotes, despite
are lower (and selection is less effective).these unavoidable costs, raises the question of what forces

Comeron and Kreitman (2000) argued that the as-drive the evolution of intron size.
sumption of a mutational bias toward increasing intronSeveral beneficial functions that are associated with
size is not supported by recent observations, which sug-introns have been identified. For example, introns are
gest that there is an overall mutational bias toward dele-required for alternative splicing, a post-transcriptional
tions in diverse animals (Ogata et al. 1996; Petrov etmechanism that allows a single stretch of DNA to code
al. 1996; Ophir and Graur 1997; Petrov and Hartlfor more than one functional protein (Hanke et al.
1998, 2000). If mutations are biased toward deletions,1999; Caceres and Kornblihtt 2002). Introns also
then intron size is expected to collapse over evolutionarycontain functional DNA sequences, such as regulatory
timescales, unless an opposing force has prevented thiselements, alternative promoters, and other genes (Dibb
collapse from occurring. Comeron and Kreitman (2000)1993; Duret and Bucher 1997). Interspecific compari-
argued that, since introns do not collapse in size, longersons, however, indicate that intron sequences are not
introns must often be favored by natural selection. Inusually under strong functional constraint, since they
particular, they proposed that longer introns increaseoften differ substantially in nucleotide sequence and
the rate of recombination between adjacent exons andlength between closely related species (Shabalina and
that this effect is beneficial because it allows adjacentKondrashov 1999; Kent and Zahler 2000; Robert-
exons to evolve with less selective interference (for ason 2000; Shabalina et al. 2001).
more detailed treatment of this model, see ComeronA negative correlation between intron size and local
and Kreitman 2002). Like the model proposed by Car-recombination rate has been reported for both the D.
valho and Clark (1999), this model predicts that
longer introns will accumulate in regions of reduced
recombination, since it is here that selective interfer-
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were calculated using Mathematica (version 4.0 for Macintosh;To test these models further, we analyzed intron size
Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL) and the equations areand recombination rate variation within the genome of
available upon request. The numbers of loci present in thethe nematode C. elegans. Recombination rates and intron recombination maps and identified in the genomic sequence

sizes vary substantially in this species (Barnes et al. 1995; were 111, 118, 121, 117, 125, and 181 for chromosomes I,
C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998; Deutsch II, III, IV, V, and X, respectively. Small numbers of introns,

positioned at the extreme ends of the chromosomes, wereand Long 1999). On the basis of the population-genetic
outside of the known recombination map. Altogether, 2474models described above, we predicted that intron size
introns fell in these regions, which represented 2.5% of thewould correlate negatively with local recombination rate
final sample; for these introns, the local recombination rate

in the C. elegans genome. was assumed to be the same as the recombination rate of the
nearest locus on the genetic map of that chromosome. To
make sure that this assumption did not affect our results, all
analyses were repeated using a data set that excluded theseMATERIALS AND METHODS introns.

Data collection and analysis: The first and last nucleotide
positions of both exons and introns for every predicted and
confirmed gene were obtained from the flat text file format

RESULTSof the C. elegans genome database (Wormbase, http://www.
wormbase.org, release WS46, April 2001; Stein et al. 2001). Intron size correlated positively with recombination
For all analyses, data were first imported into Microsoft Excel

rate for the entire C. elegans genome (Figure 1a; Spear-(version 2001 for Macintosh; Microsoft, Redmond, WA) for
man’s rank correlation, R � 0.174, P � 0.0001). A simi-data sorting and manipulations. Data were then imported into
lar pattern was observed when each autosome was con-StatView (version 5.0.1 for Macintosh; SAS Institute, Cary, NC)

to conduct statistical analyses and to generate graphs. For sidered separately (Figure 1b), but not when the X
intron size vs. recombination rate comparison, a bivariate chromosome was considered separately (Figure 1c).
scattergram was generated and Spearman’s rank correlation Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were R �coefficient (corrected for ties) was calculated to test for a

0.206, 0.179, 0.247, 0.212, 0.145, and �0.018 for chro-significant association between variables. This analysis was
mosomes I, II, III, IV, V, and X, respectively. All fivecompleted for each chromosome separately as well as for the

entire genome. Results for the complete data set—which in- autosomes exhibited a rank correlation significantly dif-
cludes both predicted and confirmed genes—were checked ferent from zero, whereas the X chromosome did not
using only confirmed genes (Wormbase, release WS81, July (after Bonferroni correction, P � 0.001 for each au-2002). To examine regional variation, averages were calcu-

tosome, P � 0.05 for the X chromosome). Consistent withlated for 10 equal divisions of each chromosome. The physical
the correlation analysis, the slope of the least-squares linelengths of each 10% division were 1.51, 1.53, 1.38, 1.75, 2.09,

and 1.77 Mb for chromosomes I, II, III, IV, V, and X, respec- for the X chromosome was much closer to zero than that
tively. observed for any of the autosomes separately or for the

Intron size and location: The initial sample included 21,049 genome as a whole (Figure 1, a and b vs. c).predicted genes and 109,128 predicted introns. On the basis
When each chromosome was divided into 10 regionsof comparisons of genomic positions, we determined that 7706

of equal length, average intron size and average recom-introns (7.1% of the initial sample) were duplicated in the
database. Manual inspection of several hundred of these dupli- bination rate exhibited parallel distributions through-
cates indicated that they were in gene sequences that had out the genome (Figure 2), and this positive correlation
been assigned more than one name in the database. Only between regional averages was statistically significantone copy of each duplicated intron was retained for further

(Spearman’s rank correlation, R � 0.750, P � 0.0001).analysis. A total of 64 predicted introns were �20 bp in length,
Both intron sizes and recombination rates tended towhereas the shortest known intron size that allows for a success-

ful splicing reaction is �20 bp (Russell et al. 1994). We be much greater on the autosomal arms than in the
assumed that introns �20 bp in length resulted from errors autosomal centers. On the X chromosome, however,
made during database curation or by gene prediction software average intron size did not exhibit much regional varia-and excluded these from our sample. This left 100,553 introns

tion, and regional averages in intron size on the X chro-in our final sample. This number agrees well with the number
mosome were generally intermediate between those ob-of introns used in other studies of the complete C. elegans

genome; for example, Mourier and Jeffares (2003) report served for autosomal centers and arms.
an analysis based on 100,569 introns in the complete genome Results were similar when the sample was limited to
of this species. The middle of each intron was chosen to

introns from confirmed genes only or to introns fromrepresent its physical position. Intron size was calculated as
within the known recombination map. For example, onone plus the absolute value of first minus last nucleotide posi-
the basis of introns from confirmed genes only, introntions.

Recombination rate: Recombination rate was estimated as size correlated positively with recombination rate across
a function of nucleotide position along a chromosome by the entire genome (Spearman’s rank correlation, R �
taking the first derivative of the polynomial function that de-

0.204, P � 0.0001). Similar trends were observed whenscribed the best-fit curve for recombination-map position vs.
each autosome was examined separately: Spearman’snucleotide coordinate in the genomic sequence, as described

in Kliman and Hey (1993). Best-fit curves and first derivatives rank correlation coefficients for introns from confirmed
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Figure 1.—Relationship between intron size
(log scale, bp) and local recombination rate
(cM/Mb) in the genome of C. elegans. (a) Across
the entire genome, intron size correlated posi-
tively with recombination rate (Spearman’s rank
correlation, R � 0.174, P � 0.0001). (b) Similar
trends were observed when each autosome was
considered separately, such as chromosome I
(R � 0.206, P � 0.0001). (c) When the X
chromosome was considered separately, how-
ever, there was no significant correlation be-
tween intron size and recombination rate (R �
�0.018, P � 0.05). Least-squares lines are pro-
vided for illustration of trends.

DISCUSSIONgenes only were R � 0.268, 0.243, 0.258, 0.132, and
0.281 for chromosomes I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively. In the C. elegans genome, intron size correlated posi-
In contrast, no significant correlation was observed for tively with recombination rate (Figure 1a). This result
the X chromosome (Spearman’s rank correlation, R � contrasts with the negative correlation between these

variables observed for the D. melanogaster and human�0.0001, P � 0.993).
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Figure 2.—Comparison of regional averages of intron size (base pairs) and local recombination rate (centimorgans per
megabase) across each chromosome in C. elegans. These variables exhibited parallel distributions throughout the genome, and
the positive correlation between regional averages was statistically significant (Spearman’s rank correlation, R � 0.750, P �
0.0001). Both intron sizes and recombination rates tended to be much greater on the autosomal arms than in the autosomal
centers. On the X chromosome, however, average intron size did not exhibit much regional variation. Each chromosome is
divided into 10 regions of equal size from left to right. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

genomes and is not predicted by current models for the mal arms and centers. These consistent patterns ruled
out the possibility that the genome-wide positive correla-evolution of intron size (Carvalho and Clark 1999;

Comeron and Kreitman 2000). tion was due to a few regions with widely divergent
intron sizes and/or recombination rates.There were consistent, regional trends in average in-

tron size and average recombination rate across the C. Population-genetic models have assumed that re-
gional variation in intron size across the genome is de-elegans genome (Figure 2): (1) autosomal arms tended

to have large introns and high recombination rates; (2) termined largely by an interaction between recombina-
tion rate and the efficacy of natural selection, termedautosomal centers tended to have small introns and

low recombination rates; and (3) the X chromosome the Hill-Robertson effect (Carvalho and Clark 1999;
Comeron and Kreitman 2000). These models wereexhibited much less regional variation in average intron

size than did any of the autosomes, with average intron developed to explain the D. melanogaster results and pre-
dict a negative correlation between intron size and re-sizes intermediate between those observed for autoso-
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combination rate. Our results suggest that these models ments. Expansion of noncoding DNA in these clusters
would tend to impose a fitness cost, and deletions ofhave omitted the main factor(s) that determines re-

gional variation in intron size across the C. elegans ge- noncoding DNA in these regions would often be favored
by natural selection. In contrast, in those regions of thenome. Since the correlation between these variables was

in the opposite direction in C. elegans vs. flies or humans, genome that are not often exposed to interchromatin
compartments, expansion of noncoding sequencesour results can be explained in at least two ways.

First, one of the current models invoking the Hill- would not tend to impose much of a burden on the
cell; hence, insertions of additional DNA in these re-Robertson effect might be valid for flies and humans,

but not for nematodes. This explanation for our results gions might be neutral or even favorable, if they contrib-
uted positively to overall chromosomal architecture.implies that the balance of factors determining intron

size varies from one evolutionary lineage to another and This chromosome territory model could explain the
is supported by the apparent lack of a Hill-Robertson observed regional variation in intron size in the C. eleg-
effect on regional variation in both transposon density ans genome. In general, this model predicts that regions
and codon bias in the C. elegans genome (Duret et al. of the genome that are often exposed to interchromatin
2000; Marais et al. 2001; Marais and Piganeau 2002). compartments should tend to have less noncoding DNA
Instead, recombination-dependent mutational patterns than regions that are usually distant from interchroma-
were hypothesized to drive variation in transposon den- tin compartments. If the autosomal centers are the re-
sity and codon bias in this species. The same could gions of the C. elegans genome that are most often exposed
be true for intron size. For example, the tendency for to interchromatin compartments, then this model could
introns to be larger where recombination rates are explain the consistent tendency for introns to be smaller
higher could result if recombination tended to cause in the autosomal centers. According to this interpreta-
insertions of transposons locally in C. elegans. tion, introns would have evolved to be smaller in the

Second, it is possible that the Hill-Robertson effect is autosomal centers so that more coding DNA could fit
not a major determinant of intron size variation in any into a limited chromosomal region.
of these organisms. This explanation for our results fails Recently, it was reported that genes expressed at
to explain the observed correlations (either positive or higher levels tend to have shorter introns in both hu-
negative) between intron size and recombination rate. mans and C. elegans (Castillo-Davis et al. 2002). This
Nevertheless, the fact that recombination rate can be correlation was interpreted as evidence that natural se-
positively correlated with intron size in some species, lection has driven introns to smaller sizes in highly ex-
but negatively correlated in others, raises the question pressed genes to reduce the cost of transcription. The
of what other factors might be driving the evolution of chromosome territory model provides an alternative,
intron size. although not mutually exclusive, explanation for this

One interesting possibility is that intron size varies pattern: highly expressed genes may be clustered in
systematically across the genome because the insertion both species to make effective use of interchromatin
of nonfunctional (“junk”) DNA imposes a greater fitness compartments, and small intron sizes may have evolved
cost in some chromosomal regions than in others. In to fit more genes into a smaller region rather than to
eukaryotic cells, chromosomal regions harboring dense reduce transcription costs directly.
clusters of active genes are often located toward the
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